Dear friends,
Much is going on and stirring life and action at Change to Humanity. We crochet market bags and sew FACE MASKS as recommended by medical teams. See Lorrie Nunemaker YouTube.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=VNvRl5AXtBI

Crocheting market bags started long before the pandemic, out of love for people and our environment. Sewing face masks of course became necessary and started based on what is going on now.

Today, I am asking everyone to follow this call to action while we are under lock down at home. I truly see that as ‘Sewing Bridges to each other worldwide’ where there are no borders or walls. The virus does not recognize such, neither do our hearts. Only our minds do. To protect, heal and survive, we have to listen closely to our hearts where love resides. Isn’t it said that love heals and can conquer all? Because of that, CTH is continuing to feed, protect and love. Our food drive continues, yet we respect the virus and keep physical distance while letting everyone around us know to do the same. We give out soap and masks together with the food we bring to our food insecure communities and also our homeless friends, all wrapped in a smile no mask can hide.

Yes friends, it’s the love that makes us do the things we do for each other, and that dear friends.... a virus can’t kill.

Come and join our movement. Let Love be the energy in action ❤️❤️
Be love and be safe ❤️

Help us crochet or sew from home and teach your kids what love can do. Spread the word and connect.

PM or email giselle@changetohumanity.org